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Abstract
We propose a framework for learning a general, accurate and compact representation model
of 3D objects from 2D images and demonstrate its application for analyzing and synthesizing
facial images with head pose variation. The parametric piecewise linear subspace method accurately covers a wide range of pose variation in a continuous manner through a weighted linear
combination of local linear models distributed in a 3D pose parameter space. Its parametric
nature provides an explicit interface that permits clear interpretation of image variations and
the connection to other functional modules. The linear design helps to avoid typical non-linear
pitfalls such as over tting and time-consuming learning. When learned and tested for a speci c
person, experimental results show sub-degree and sub-pixel accuracy within 55 degree full 3D
rotations and good generalization capability over unknown head poses.

Index Terms: 3D Head Pose Variation, Pose Estimation, Pose Transformation, Subspace
Method, Parametric Model, Piecewise Linear Model, Face Recognition, Gabor Wavelets.

* The corresponding author.
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1 Introduction
2D Images of objects change their appearance due to variations in both the intrinsic properties
of objects and the extrinsic conditions of the surrounding environment. The latter includes the
relative geometrical con gurations of objects, lighting conditions, image projection settings,
and so forth. Our investigation aims to realize a comprehensive computational representation
scheme of 3D objects that accommodates all the possible extrinsic variations and accurately
describes the intrinsic object properties. To reach this goal, this article discusses design and
learning issues of such representation schemes and their application to the speci c problem of
human faces observed under head pose variations.

1.1 Continuous Parametric Representation Models
A serious diculty with the aforementioned variations is that they are entangled with each
other and are encoded implicitly in 2D images. In order to process object images accurately, we
must know how to disambiguate these implicitly encoded variations and make them explicit.
Only after this disambiguation, information on the extrinsic variation source becomes available
for intuitively understanding and correctly manipulating the object's variational factors (e.g.,
pose and expression in faces) in the images. The variation information is also necessary for
achieving variation-invariant object recognition by compensating given extrinsic image variations and processing only the intrinsic object properties. We treat this problem as a function
approximation problem in which each object representation consists of a continuous bidirectional multivariate mapping function that realizes a direct parameterization of object/facial
images by their corresponding variation parameters. Following the convention in the computer
vision literature, we call a mapping from images to parameters analysis mapping, and its inverse synthesis mapping. In this framework, our task becomes to design the structure and to
formulate the learning algorithm of the mapping functions such that the parameters describing
di erent variation sources are as independent to one another as possible. We call this type of
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representation scheme parametric representation model.

1.2 Using Piecewise Linear Subspaces for Representing Non-Linear
Data Structures
Another diculty is to realize a compact representation that accounts for the non-linear structure of image variations. The number of all possible views for each object is enormous, corresponding to the product space of independent continuous variation sources. The size of each
object representation must, however, be as compact as possible because there are also a very
large number of objects to be remembered within limited memory resources. The subspace
method, based on principal component analysis (PCA), has been successfully applied to realize
compact image-based representations of human faces [70, 75, 12, 36]. This method describes
an arbitrary facial image as a linear combination of a small number of orthonormal principal
components (PCs) learned from training samples, as illustrated in gure 1(a). The method is
known to be optimal in terms of least-square errors of data compression and reconstruction [70].
Moreover, by considering components of the weight vector as variation parameters, it can also
be considered as a parametric representation model which separates the implicit variations into
di erent linear components.
Despite these advantages, the linear method has the problem of being unable to cope with
situation where the data lie near curved manifolds (see gure 1(b)). In such cases, there are
many parameter combinations for which there is no possible image, and the parameters cannot
be made to correspond to physical variation parameters. A number of previous studies have
approached this problem by applying non-linear component analysis (e.g., principal curve [25],
curvilinear component analysis [15] and kernel PCA [67, 43]), but they tend to compromise the
bidirectional nature of mappings and/or compactness and computational simplicity in comparison with their linear counterparts. Figure 1(c) illustrates the piecewise linear subspace method:
a linear solution of the non-linear problem in a 2D toy case. It collectively covers the non-linear
data cloud with a set of localized linear subspaces, each of which consists of PCs learned from
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a local set of samples (for other applications of the piecewise linear approach, see [80, 66]). It
improves overall accuracy since the collection of PCs now aligns well with the non-linear axis,
although each local subspace can be accurate only within a local parameter range.

1.3 Our Approach and Scope
The Parametric Piecewise Linear Subspace (PPLS) method proposed in this article (for a preliminary description, see [50]) combines the advantages of a parametric representation model
and of the piecewise linear method. This combination provides a representation framework
in which a variety of image variations can be covered in a compact (linear) model, and the
model is able to accurately account for the complex non-linear data structure. Using localized
subspaces, however, introduces redundant coverage of the parameter space because each local
subspace covers the entire space. To realize a one-to-one mapping, outputs of local mapping
functions are interpolated by a weighted linear combination. The one-to-one, continuous mappings of PPLS helps to improve the processing accuracy of the previous methods based on
discrete treatment of the variations, as described in section 1.4. For validating the proposed
method, we applied it to the problem of representing and processing human faces with head
pose variations. The analysis mapping function of PPLS provides a means for pose estimation,
while the synthesis function provides for pose transformation or facial animation. Many studies
have been devoted to facial image recognition in a past few decades (for surveys, see [65, 77, 9]).
Despite these e orts, the pose variation problem, a subproblem of the general facial image processing, has not yet been fully solved [58, 56, 57]. By choosing faces among other objects as
our target, a separation of the implicitly encoded image variations become more complex. The
intrinsic facial properties, which distinguish one face from another, do not vary greatly across
individuals. Therefore, the magnitudes of variation of the intrinsic properties often become
much smaller than the magnitudes of the extrinsic variations, such as head pose and illumination, which makes the separation harder. For reliable face recognition, it is therefore important
to account accurately for pose and other variations.
4

1.4 Related Studies
There are a number of related previous studies that have attempted to solve the problem of
pose estimation and pose transformation of human faces. For pose estimation, many provided
solutions based on 3D geometrical information of faces (e.g., 3D model tting [30, 26, 11, 69] and
3D model reconstruction [72, 21, 84]). Other approaches include: 1) template matching of facial
features [4, 74, 33, 16, 42, 68]; 2) geometric transformation of facial parts [8, 10]; and 3) general
statistical learning of image-to-pose mappings [29, 46, 44, 53, 48, 83]. For pose transformation,
on the other hand, three types of method have been reported: 1) discrete transformation
from one head pose to another (e.g., Poggio's linear class theory [76, 61, 1, 2, 79], Gabor jet
transformation [39, 40], and RBF network [35]); 2) continuous transformation from head angles
to images [3, 53, 48]; and 3) reconstruction of 3D structural models [17, 19, 85]. Typically, these
studies treated the continuous pose variation only discretely, resulting in sub-optimal estimation
accuracy. Moreover, they studied only a limited range and/or a limited number of degrees-offreedom (DOF) of pose variation, failing to address an issue of generalization to unknown and
arbitrary head poses. Only a few have reported quantitative analyses of estimation accuracy.
The best reported accuracy of pose estimation was approximately 3 degrees within a limited
range of only 1D or 2D pose variation [47].
The approach based on 3D geometric information is an attractive alternative to our approach. After 3D structure information is provided, the pose estimation can be done fairly
accurately [11, 84] and the pose transformation becomes a simple image-rendering [19]. However, reconstructing 3D face model is not a trivial task. Approaches in computer graphics [54, 24, 59, 37, 45] have recently become more accurate, however they are still labor-intensive
and time-consuming. Vision-based approaches (e.g., Vetter [7], Fua [17], and Belhumeur [19])
have recently made notable advancements, however their computational instability is not fully
resolved yet. Above all, this type of approach has a danger to become a pose-speci c solution
by employing analytical knowledge of 3D rotation.
The idea of piecewise linear approach has been applied to the problem of linearly approxi5

mating non-linear data in various domains for decades (e.g., sensor-motor coordination of robot
hands [66, 80], sample classi cation [27], texture morphing [78]). For faces, Pentland et al. [55]
proposed the view-speci c eigenface method which consists of a set of PC-based local linear
subspaces for di erent head poses. This method was successfully applied to pose-insensitive
face recognition. For generic objects, recent work by Wieghardt and von der Malsburg [81]
and Tenenbaum et al. [71] demonstrated unsupervised learning methods for topological registration of local PC-subspaces using the multi-dimensional scaling. The piecewise approach
in these studies are similar to ours, however they did not address the continuous parametric
representation of our focus.
A number of studies have also addressed the continuous, parametric, representation model
of 3D objects using explicit non-linear methods. Beymer et al. [3] demonstrated a parametric
representation model based on regularization networks [60] that includes both analysis and
synthesis systems. Murase and Nayar [44] proposed the parametric eigenspace method which
continuously parameterizes non-linear manifolds of pose- and illumination-variation of generic
3D objects using cubic-spline interpolation. Graham and Allison [23, 22] extended the above
method for facial images of arbitrary people using RBF networks. Their continuous treatment
of pose variation is similar to ours, however their systems consist of explicit non-linearity whose
disadvantages are described in section 2.3. Moreover, none of them investigated generalization
capability of their systems, and their experiments only used a limited range and DOF of pose
variation. Our previous studies [53, 48] proposed the LPCMAP model that utilizes linear
methods for the same task, avoiding the non-linear pitfalls. However, its accuracy was reduced
beyond a limited range of head poses due to its linearity. This shortcoming is not tolerable
since it severely limits the system's practical usability as will be described in section 2.2.
The method proposed in this article employs facial representation based on 2D Gabor wavelet
transform [34, 82] while majority of the previous studies used raw grey-scale image values. The
Gabor wavelet-based representation has been inspired by its biological implication; receptive
elds in the primary visual cortical areas of higher vertebrates are most appropriately described
6

as two-dimensional Gabor functions [32, 13, 14]. It has also been successfully applied to the
face recognition problem, evaluated highly in the FERET competition [49, 57].

1.5 Organization
This article consists of seven sections. The rst section has introduced a framework and context
in which the presented study is carried out. The next section discusses design criteria that we
consider for deriving the presented method. In the third section, the problem of our focus is
formally de ned. The fourth section describes our PPLS method as a solution to the problem.
The method is implemented as a part of FLAVOR [64], an in-house, C++ based, object library
for computer vision applications. This software implementation is referred as the PPLS system.
We empirically evaluated this system with two data sets. Results of numerical experiments with
a toy data set and 2D samples derived from 3D facial models scanned by a CyberwareTM are
presented in the fth and sixth sections, respectively. Finally, we conclude this article by
discussing the experimental results and our future work.

2 General Design Criteria
Towards our goal of realizing a comprehensive representation model, it is helpful to have a
philosophy that can guide the numerous design choices required for making an optimal system.
The following discusses three general criteria that we consider for designing the presented
method.

2.1 Extendibility
An extendible system is one that can account for multiple variation sources: not only pose variation but also other types of variation such as illumination and expression. Such extendibility
would be greatly hampered by the usage of variation-speci c knowledge. For the case of pose
variation, explicit use of analytical knowledge of ridged object's 3D Euclidean rotation leads to
7

a variation-speci c solution. Many previous studies of pose variation, which assume availability
of 3D structure information [26, 40, 69], fall into this category. A solution to avoid this pitfall
is to utilize a general learning algorithm for constructing a system solely from sample-statistics
instead of manually formulating the system functions from such variation-speci c knowledge.
Another problem of the extension is the diculty of coping with high dimensionality of the
variation parameter space. When considering more variations within a single system, the dimensionality will become much more than the three that are sucient to fully describe the 3D
pose variation. For learning a mapping, an enormous number of samples will be required for
appropriately populating a product space of such mid- or high-dimensional parameter spaces.
This problem, known as curse of dimensionality problem [6], often causes poor extendibility of
function approximation solutions from low-dimensional cases to high-dimensional ones. Generalization is a fundamental mechanism to resolve this problem. When learned functions possess
this capability, it alleviates the necessity to populate the entire dot-product space, which is practically impossible. Choosing a linear function form is one way to emphasize the generalization
capability, although it often poses a risk of losing the function's accuracy.

2.2 Accuracy
Accuracy is another important criterion when considering the practical usefulness of a system.
The discrete sampling of the continuous pose angles in most of the previous studies has failed to
achieve high accuracy because it requires a prohibitively large number of templates or functions
for smoothly covering a wide range of the continuous variation. Another negative property of
these discrete methods is the requirement for samples with speci c pre-determined head poses.
This requirement makes the sample collection procedure labor-intensive and stands in the way
of making on-line systems. In order to realize an accurate pose processing system that avoids
these shortcomings, the pose variation needs to be treated continuously.
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2.3 Simplicity
The simplicity criterion emphasizes avoiding complexity in the structure and the learning algorithm of a system, and plays a crucial role for balancing a trade-o between the above two
criteria. For maximizing the system's accuracy, a non-linear learning method may be used for
tting a system to the pose variation's non-linear characteristics. Such a non-linear method,
however, complicates its learning process, requiring time-consuming iterative processes, and
faces over tting, which compromises its generalization capability [6] (non-linear pitfalls). This
tradeo between generalization and accuracy in the function approximation problem is known
as the bias/variance dilemma [18]. When the function's internal DOF precedes the intrinsic
DOF of the problem at hand, an approximation often results in over tting. In the opposite
case, it results in oversmoothing, which compromises its accuracy. The simplicity criterion
supports the linear design of our framework. This design choice puts emphasis on avoiding
the complexity in the learning process and facilitates the generalization capability that leads
to good extendibility to other types of variation. In order to avoid possible oversmoothing,
however, we must carefully design and evaluate the system in order to maximize its accuracy.

3 Problem De nition
Suppose that we have M training samples, denoted by a set of M pairs f(~vm; ~m)jm = 1; ::; M g.
A pair of vectors (~vm; ~m) denotes a training sample of our model, where ~vm is the m-th
vectorized facial image and ~m = (1m; 2m; 3m) are the 3D head angles of a face presented in ~vm.
A problem of our focus is to learn bidirectional mapping functions between ~v and ~ from the
training samples,
A : ~v ,! ~;
(1)
S : ~ ,! ~v( ):
represents the data entities learned from the training samples and also symbolizes a learned
model. We call A an analysis mapping and S a synthesis mapping. Given an arbitrary facial
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image ~v 2= f~v1; ::;~vM g, A provides a 3D head angle estimate ^~ = A (~v) of a face in ~v. On
the other hand, given an arbitrary 3D head angle ~ 2= f~1; ::; ~M g, S provides a synthesized
sample or model view ~^v = S (~) whose head is rotated according to the given angle. In this
study, we assume that these functions are personalized: each function is learned from and tested
by samples from the same speci c individual. Therefore, the synthesis mapping output ~v( )
exhibits personal appearance that solely depends on .

4 Parametric Piecewise Linear Subspace Method
The parametric piecewise linear subspace (PPLS) method [50] consists of a set of local linear
models, each of which realizes the continuous analysis and synthesis mappings. Due to the
linearity, however, the range over which each local mapping is accurate is often limited. In
order to cover a wide range of continuous pose variation, this method pieces together a number
of local models distributed over the pose parameter space. For maintaining the continuous
nature in a global system, we consider that local mapping functions cover the whole parameter
space, without imposing a rigid parameter window. In order to account for the local model's
parameter-range limitation, each model is paired with a radius-basis weight function. The PPLS
then performs a weighted linear combination of local model's outputs, realizing a continuous
global function.

4.1 Local Linear Model
The local linear model is implemented by the LPCMAP model [48]. It realizes the continuous,
but only locally valid, bidirectional mapping functions. Each function is derived by combining
two linear systems: 1) linear subspaces spanned by principal components (PCs) learned from
training samples and 2) linear transfer matrices, which associate projection coecients of
training samples onto the subspaces and their corresponding 3D head angles.
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4.1.1 Shape and Texture Decomposition and Image Reconstruction
The LPCMAP model treats shape and texture information separately in order to utilize them
for di erent purposes. Figure 2(a) illustrates the process of decomposing shape and texture
information in facial images. First, N prede ned landmarks are located in each facial image
~vm by a landmark nder or other means. Using this location information, shape and texture
representations are extracted from the image. The shape representation ~xm 2 R2N stands for
an array of object-centered 2D coordinates of the N landmarks while the texture representation
f~j m;n 2 RLjn = 1; ::; N g stands for a set of N Gabor jets sampled at the N landmarks [34, 82].
Dx and Dj denote operations of the shape and texture decomposition, respectively,

~xm = Dx(~vm); ~j m;1; ::; ~j m;N = Dj (~vm):

(2)

The model also provides a means to reconstruct a grey-level facial image from a pair of shape
and texture representations (~x; f~j ng) in the form of a Gabor jet graph representation [62]. R
denotes this reconstruction operation,

~v = R(~x; ~j 1; ::; ~j N ):

(3)

4.1.2 Transformation between Head Angles and Pose Parameters
In order to account for the intrinsic non-linearity of the mapping functions between the representations and 3D head angles, the model transforms 3D head angles ~m to the pose parameters
'~ m 2 RT 3 with a trigonometric functional transformation K,

'~ m = K(~m) = (cos (~1m ); sin (~1m); cos (~2m ); sin (~2m); cos (~3m); sin (~3m);
~im = im , u i ; ~u = (u 1; u 2; u 3) = M1 PMm=1 ~m :
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(4)

There exists an inverse transformation K,1 such that,
m
m
m
~m = K,1('~ m) = ~u + (arctan( '2m ); arctan( '4m ); arctan( '6m )):
'
'
'
1

3

5

(5)

The transformation is carried out to the 3D head angles before they are related to other parameters. This helps to linearly construct the mapping functions because the parameters derived
from images are better correlated to the pose parameters than to the raw angles [47].

4.1.3 Learning the Subspace Models for Shape and Texture Representations
As the rst step of the model's learning process, we extract a small number of signi cant
statistical modes from training facial images, as illustrated in gure 2(b). As a preprocess,
a set of shape representations f~xmg and a set of texture representations f~j m;n g are extracted
from the training facial images f~vmg by using the method described in section 4.1.1. The shape
set f~xmg is subjected to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [63] which solves the eigen
decomposition problem of the centered sample covariance matrix, XX t~yp = py~yp, where X is
a 2N  M column sample matrix. This results in an ordered set of 2N principal components
f~ypjp = 1; ::; 2N g of the shape ensemble (shape PCs). The local texture set f~j m;ng at a
landmark n is also subjected to PCA, resulting in an ordered set of L PCs f~bs;njs = 1; ::; Lg
(texture PCs). Performing this procedure for all the N landmarks results in a set of local
texture PC sets f~bs;njs = 1; ::; L; n = 1; ::; N g. The subspace model [70] is based on a vector
space spanned by a subset of the PCs in decreasing order of their corresponding variances (see
gure 1(a)). A shape model, a subspace model for shape representations, is constructed by
the rst P0  2N shape PCs, Y = (~y1; ::; y~P0 )t. A texture model, a set of localized subspace
models for texture representations, is constructed by the rst S0  L texture PCs at each
landmark n, fB n = (~b1;n; ::; ~bS0;n )tjn = 1; ::; N g (for the analyses of information coded in each
shape and texture PC, see [47]). These subspace models are used to parameterize a centered
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input representation by orthographically projecting it onto the subspace,

q~m = Y (~xm , ~ux); ~ux = M1

M
X
~xm;

m=1

~rm;n = B n(~j m;n , ~unj); ~unj = M1

M
X
~j m;n ;

m=1

(6)
(7)

where ~qm 2 RP0 and ~rm;n 2 RS0 denote shape parameters and texture parameters,
projection coecients of an input shape and texture representation, respectively. Due to the
orthonormality of the PCs, the best approximation of an original representation can be uniquely
reconstructed by linearly combining the PCs weighted by the parameters,

~xm  ~ux + Y t~qm;

(8)

~j m;n  ~unj + (B n)t~rm;n :

(9)

4.1.4 Learning the Linear Transfer Matrices between Di erent Parameters
As the second step of the learning process, the pose and model parameters are linearly associated
with each others for realizing direct mappings between ~v and ~, as illustrated in gure 2(c).
For both the analysis and synthesis mappings, the pose parameters '~ m are related only with
the shape parameters ~qm,
'~ m = F~qm;
(10)

q~m = G~'m:

(11)

A T  P0 transfer matrix F (denoted as SP in gure 2(c)) is learned by solving an overcomplete
set of linear equations, FQ = ; Q = (~q1; ::; q~M );  = ('~ 1; ::; '~ M ), with the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) [63]. A P0  T transfer matrix G (denoted as PS in gure 2(c)) is
also learned by solving, G = Q, in the same manner. For the synthesis mapping, the shape
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parameters ~qm are linearly related with the texture parameters ~rm;n at each landmark n,

f~rm;n = H n~qmjn = 1; ::; N g:

(12)

A set of S0  P0 transfer matrices fH n g (denoted as ST in gure 2(c)) is learned by solving,
H n Q = Rn ; Rn = (~r1;n ; ::;~rM;n), by SVD for all the N landmarks.
As a result of the above two learning steps, we generate a set of data entities which collectively
capture facial appearance in a given set of training samples. A LPCMAP model LM is de ned
by the data entities that are statically stored for each model,

LM := f~ux; f~unjg; ~u ; Y; fB ng; F; G; fH n gg;

(13)

where ~ux and ~u1j ; ::; ~uNj are average shape and texture representations, ~u is an average 3D
head angle vector, Y and B 1; ::; B N are shape and texture models, F and G and H 1; ::; H N are
shape-to-pose, pose-to-shape, and shape-to-texture transfer matrices.

4.1.5 The Local Analysis and Synthesis Mapping Functions
The following describes a construction of the analysis and synthesis mappings as a function of
the learned LPCMAP model LM , as illustrated in gure 3. The analysis mapping function
ALM (~v) is given by combining formulae (2), (6), (10), and (5),
^~ = A (~v) = ~u + K,1(F  Y  (D (~v) , ~u )):
LM

x
x

(14)

The analysis function only utilizes the shape information of faces, following results of our preliminary experiments in which the head angles are better correlated with the shape representations
than the texture representations (for the correlation analysis of di erent parameters, see [47]).
The shape synthesis mapping function SS LM (~) is given by combining formulae (4), (11), and
(8), using only the shape information similar to the analysis function. On the other hand,
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the texture synthesis mapping function T S LM (~) is given by formulae (4), (11), (12), and (9),
utilizing correlation between shape and texture parameters. The synthesis mapping function
SLM (~) is then given by substituting the shape and texture synthesis functions to formula (3),

~^v = SLM (~) = R(SS LM (~); T S LM (~));
~x^ = SS LM (~) = ~ux + Y t  G  K(~ , ~u );
f~j^n jn = 1; ::; N g = T S LM (~) = f~unj + B n  H n  G  K(~ , ~u )jn = 1; ::; N g:

(15)

4.2 Global Piecewise Model
The global piecewise model provides a piecewise linear solution (the PPLS method) of the pose
problem by combining local linear models described above. The model PM consists of a set of
K local linear models,
PM := fLMk jk = 1; ::; K g:
(16)
We de ne 3D angle space as a 3D parameter space spanned by the head angles (for example,
see gure 5(a,b)). Each local model LMk is assumed to be learned with training data sampled
from one of local regions that are appropriately distanced from each other in the 3D angle
space. Each set of the local training samples is associated with a model center. The model
k of the samples and speci es the learned
center is given by the average 3D head angles ~uLM

model's location in the 3D angle space. The global analysis mapping function APM (~v) is given
by linearly combining K local pose estimates with appropriate weights,
K
K
X
^~ = APM (~v) = X
^
~
wk k = wk ALMk (~v);
k=1

k=1

(17)

where ~^k denotes a local pose estimate by LMk and wk is a weight for the LMk 's local estimate.
On the other hand, the global synthesis mapping function SPM (~) is given by linearly combining
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K locally synthesized samples with the same weights,
~v^ = SPM (~) = R(~x^; f~j^ng);
~x^ = SS PM (~) = PKk=1 wk~x^k = PKk=1 wk SS LMk (~);
f~j^n g = T S PM (~) = fPKk=1 wk~j^kng = PKk=1 wk T S LMk (~);

(18)

where ~x^k and f~j^kng denote locally synthesized shape and texture representations by LMk .
Note that outputs of each local model cover the whole 3D angle space because of the model's
continuous nature. In formulae (17) and (18), therefore, a weight vector w~ = (w1; ::; wK )
must be responsible for the localization of the model's output space. In order to meet this
requirement, we use a normalized Gaussian function of distance between an input pose and
each model center,
LM

1 exp(, k~k2 );
k (~ , ~u k )
~
~
p
;

(

)
=
wk () = PK
k
~ LMk
2k2
2k
k=1 k ( , ~u )

(19)

where k denotes the width of the Gaussian associated with the k-th local model. The Gaussian
width determines the extent to which each local model in uences the global output ^~ and ~^v. The
weight takes the maximum value when the input pose coincides with one of the model centers
and its value decays as the distance increases. We set k by the standard deviation of the 3D
angle vectors of the LMK 's training samples. This setting is supported by our experimental
results given in section 5.4.
Figure 4 illustrates the global piecewise model. Note that the local model views become more
distorted as their model centers deviate further from an input pose, illustrating the pose range
limitation of the LPCMAP model [48]. However, these largely distorted local outputs do not
greatly in uence a global output because their contribution is strongly inhibited by low weight
values.
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4.2.1 Gradient Descent-based Pose Estimation
The global analysis mapping function (17) cannot be solved by evaluating its right-hand-side
because the weights are computed as a function of an unknown ~. To overcome this problem,
we formulate a gradient descent-based iterative solution of the formula.
Let ~x, ~xi, and ~i denote an input shape vector to this iterative algorithm and the shape and
angle estimates by the i-th iteration, respectively. In order to set an initial condition ~x0 and
~0, we rst nd a local model whose average shape ~uLM
~
x k is most similar to ~x. Then, ~x0 and 0
are set by,
K
LMk
k
k 2
~x0 = ~uLM
(20)
x min ; ~0 = ~u min ; kmin = index(min k~x , ~uLM
x k ):
k=1
The following formulae are iterated until k~xik2 becomes suciently small,
~xi = ~x , ~xi;
~i = PKk=1 wk (~i)A0LMk (~xi);
~i+1 = ~i + ~i;
~xi+1 = PKk=1 wk (~i+1)SS LMk (~i+1);

(21)

where  is the learning rate that is set to a very small value, and A0LMk is a slight modi cation
of formula (14) that has a shape vector interface. Note that the weighted sum of the analysis
mappings in (21) is used as an approximation of the gradient of ~ with respect to ~x at the
current shape estimate ~xi. In our global piecewise model, such gradients are only available at
the locations of the K discrete model centers. The second formula in (21), therefore, interpolates
the K local gradient matrices for computing the gradients at an arbitrary point in the 3D angle
space. The good local accuracy of the LPCMAP model shown in [48] supports the validity of
this approximation. Moreover, our choice of the initial condition should decrease the chance
of being trapped at a local minimum during the iterations as long as a sucient number of
local models are allocated in the 3D angle space. Note also that the algorithm performs pose
estimation and shape synthesis simultaneously since it iterates between pose and shape in each
17

loop. This gives an alternative for the shape synthesis, although the global synthesis mapping
in (18) remains valid.

4.2.2 Self-Occlusion Handling
As a head rotates, some landmarks will become hidden behind other facial parts. This problem is called landmark self-occlusion. Our system must handle this problem because it is
designed to cover a wide range of head poses, in which such occlusion occurs naturally. This
problem su ers PCA used for learning the shape model because PCA requires a data set with
constant dimensionality. Landmark self-occlusion introduces uncertainties in shape vectors,
resulting in missing values for certain vector components. This causes an erroneous bias to
resulting PCs because sample moments, such as data mean and variance, cannot be computed
correctly from such incomplete data in a straight-forward manner. This problem is known as
the missing data problem [38]. We handled this problem by applying the mean imputation method [38] which lls in each missing component by a mean computed from all available
data at the component dimension. As a result, the value of each missing component becomes
zero when the data set is centered, which cancels the in uence of the missing components to
the value of component-wise variances. This method has been shown to perform well when the
number of missing components is relatively small. Because it makes the data complete, the
straight-forward procedure of PCA becomes feasible. However, it causes an underestimation of
sample covariance, which introduces a bias that is not related to the true nature of the data.
Because of this, the method does not usually perform well when there are a large number of
missing components.

5 Toy Data Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the PPLS system with a toy data set that is created arti cially under
strict control. By using such data, we seek an experimental proof of our method's correctness
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and investigate the optimal parameter settings for maximizing its performance.

5.1 Toy Data
We created arti cial shape representations, each of which consists of a 2D orthographic projection of 25 3D landmark points. These 3D landmarks are located on a 5 by 5 square grid
pasted onto a surface of a rotating 3D unit sphere. 2D coordinates of the projected points are
scaled and translated for tting them into a 128 by 128 image coordinate space. 3D rotation
angles for each shape representation are given by explicit rotation angles of the sphere. Texture
representations are not considered in this experiment. These shape samples di er from realistic
facial data in that their depth pro le is much more regular than that of faces. Furthermore,
there are no measurement errors of landmark locations and rotation angles.
As training samples, we created 7 local training sample sets . These local sets are distributed
over the 3D angle space and centered at one of the 7 model centers, (0,0,0), (40,0,0), (0,40,0),
and (0,0,40), as illustrated in gures 5(a,b). For each local set, we created 403 samples by
rotating the sphere and projecting it to a 2D plane in one degree interval within a 15 degree
range from the center. We used two types of rotation: one is a rotation along only one rotation
axis at a time and the other is a rotation along two axes simultaneously. As a total, there are
2831 training samples which cover a range of 55 degree 3D rotation.
As test samples, we created 804 samples whose 3D rotation angles are di erent from those
of the training samples. Figure 5(b) illustrates a 2D projection of 3D angle distributions of
the test samples. The test sample set covers the range of 50 degree 3D rotation. It includes
two types of angle distribution: one falls between several local training sets (four crosses in the
gure) and the other is within a sparsely populated region of a local set (four long horizontal
and vertical lines). The former poses a more dicult testing situation than the latter, requiring
a smooth interpolation between more than two neighboring local models.
The landmark self-occlusion is simulated by introducing an occluding plane, z = c (c: constant, kck  1), which is parallel to an image plane. A landmark point is considered as occluded
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when it goes below the occluding plane.

5.2 Test Formats
We utilize two types of test for evaluating the PPLS system's performance. An accuracy test
evaluates the system's accuracy by testing a learned system with the training samples (known
poses). On the other hand, a generalization test evaluates the system's generalization by
testing the system with the test samples described above (unknown poses). Since the texture
representations are not available in the toy data, the following evaluates the pose estimation
and shape synthesis processes only.

5.3 Evaluation of the System's Correctness
First, we studied the average processing errors of the one-shot pose estimation process (17)
and shape synthesis process (18) in the most controlled conditions. The conditions are that
1) all landmarks are considered to be visible (c = ,1), and 2) a trigonometric functional
transformation K includes pairwise products of the trigonometric functions. We compare two
data-precision settings: oat and integer accuracy of the shape representations. The former
gives the most accurate landmark position information possible, while the latter provides a
more realistic situation. Figure 6(a) shows the results of the accuracy test for the two processes
in the above-described conditions. The average errors are plotted against the number of PCs
included in a shape model. For both pose estimation and shape synthesis, the average error
of the oat-accuracy system became approximately zero after including the rst 6 shape PCs
(12% of the total PCs). This result strongly supports our system's correctness. The di erence
of the errors between the oat and integer systems was small, indicating the system's robustness
against small measurement errors in landmark locations. This system setting with the increased
dimensionality of the pose parameters, however, resulted in over tting with poor performance
for the generalization test. K, in the form of formula (4) without the pairwise products, provided
the best balance between the system's accuracy and generalization.
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5.4 Evaluation of the Gaussian Weight Function
Next, we investigated the in uence of di erent widths of the Gaussian weight function on
our system's performance. k of the weight function (19) controls the range over which each
local model is responsible in the 3D angle space. This experiment treats k as a function of
the sample standard deviation and investigates an appropriate value of k which aligns the
Gaussian width to the e ective pose range of our local linear models, which was shown to
be about 15-20 degrees [48]. For this experiment, we use K as de ned in formula (4), the
integer accuracy of the landmark positions, and all landmarks are again considered visible. We
conducted the generalization test only with a xed number of 8 shape PCs. Figure 6(b) shows
average errors plotted against the di erent values of p, a positive scaling factor of the sample
r 1 PM
k (~
k 2
m , ~uLM
standard deviation, k = p  Mk ,1 m=1
 ) . Results showed that the minimum
error was reached when k was near the sample standard deviation (p = 1) for both pose
estimation and shape synthesis. This suggests that the optimal setting of k is given by the
sample standard deviation itself. The error curves for both processes were smooth, suggesting
that a slight variation of the k value does not greatly in uence the system's performance.

5.5 Evaluation of the Occlusion Handling
Next, we investigated the in uence of landmark occlusion on our system's performance. We
compared average errors of the two one-shot processes with (c = 0:1) and without (c = ,1:0)
occlusion. At most, 10% of the total landmarks in a local set were occluded in the occlusion
data set. The same settings in the previous section were used (K without the pairwise products,
integer precision, p = 1). Figure 6(c) shows results of the generalization test. They showed that
the error di erence of the two data sets was very small (0.2 degrees for pose estimation and 0.1
pixels for shape synthesis, with the rst 8 shape PCs). This supports the e ectiveness of our
missing data handling by the mean imputation method. The average errors were approximately
0.7 degrees and 1.1 pixels for the two processes.
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5.6 Evaluation of the Gradient Descent-based System
Lastly, we evaluated the gradient descent-based system in section 4.2.1 in the most realistic
conditions with integer precision and 10% landmark occlusion. We iterated the gradient descent
loop 500 times and set the learning rate  to 0.01. We compared average errors of the gradient
descent-based system with those of the one-shot system. Figure 6(d) shows results of the
generalization test. They showed that the error di erence of the two systems was again very
small (0.1 degrees and 0.1 pixels). This supports the feasibility of our complete system with
the gradient descent-based solution. The average errors were approximately 0.8 degrees and
1.0 pixels, indicating good accuracy and generalization. Within these experimental settings, we
did not observe trappings into local minima that were signi cantly distanced from the global
minima.

6 Cyberware-scanned Face Data Experiments
In order to assess our system's feasibility in more realistic scenarios, we evaluate the PPLS
system with samples derived from actual faces. For rigorous analyses, however, we must collect
a large number of samples with speci c head poses for many people, which is not an easy task.
To mitigate this diculty, we use 3D face models pre-recorded by a CyberwareTM scanner.
Given such data, relatively faithful facial images with arbitrary, but precise, head poses can
easily be created by image rendering [31, 7].

6.1 Cyberware-scanned Data
In this experiment, we used 20 face models randomly picked from the ATR-Database [31] as
shown in gure 7(a). The same pose distributions used for the toy data experiments, shown
in gures 5(a,b), are also used for these experiments. As a result, for each individual, we have
804 test samples and 2831 training samples constituting 7 local training sets, each of which
includes 403 samples. The test set, the total training set, and each local training set, covers
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a pose range of 50, 55 and 15 degrees along each rotation axis, respectively. Figure 7(b)
shows the de nition of the 20 facial landmarks. These landmarks were manually placed on
the surface of the 3D model. For each 2D sample, 2D landmark locations are then derived by
rotating the 3D landmark coordinates and projecting them onto an image plane. 3D head angles
are also given by the explicit rotation angles of the models. The self-occlusion information is
provided from the rendering system. 5 to 10% of the total landmarks were self-occluded in each
local training set.

6.2 Test Formats
In order to assess our method's improvement in performance from our previous studies [53, 48],
we compare the PPLS and LPCMAP systems learned from the same training samples. The
former consists of 7 local linear models, each of which is learned from one of the local training
sets; the latter is a single local model learned from the total 2831 samples. Both systems use
K without the pairwise products and integer shape precision. The PPLS system use k set to
the sample standard deviation and the gradient descent-based system with 500 iterations and
 set to 0.01.

6.3 Average Error and Similarity Analysis
Figure 8(a) compares average pose estimation errors of the PPLS and LPCMAP systems in
both accuracy and generalization tests. In the accuracy test, the average angular error with the
rst 8 PCs was 0:8  0:6 and 3:0  2:4 degrees and the worst error was 5.6 and 18.9 degrees for
the PPLS and LPCMAP systems, respectively. In the generalization test, the average error was
0:9  0:6 and 2:4  1:4 degrees, and the worst error was 4.5 and 10.2 degrees for the two systems.
Figure 8(b) compares average shape synthesis errors of the two systems in the two test cases.
In the accuracy test, the average landmark position error with the rst 8 PCs was 0:8  0:4
and 2:2  1:2 pixels, and the worst error was 3.0 and 7.6 pixels for the PPLS and LPCMAP
systems, respectively. In the generalization test, the average error was 0:9  0:4 and 2:4  0:7
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pixels, and the worst error was 2.7 and 5.6 pixels for the two systems. Figure 8(c) compares
average similarities of synthesized and ground-truth textures for the two systems in the two
test cases. Local texture similarity is computed as a normalized dot-product (cosine) of Gabor
amp(~jnm )amp(~j^nm) , where amp extracts magnitudes of a Gabor jet in
jet magnitudes, JetSim := kamp
(~jnm )kkamp(~j^nm )k
polar coordinates. The similarity values range from 0 to 1, where 1 denotes equality of two jets.
In the accuracy test, the average similarity with the rst 20 texture PCs was 0:955  0:03 and
0:91  0:04, and the worst similarity was 0.81 and 0.73 for the PPLS and LPCMAP systems,
respectively. In the generalization test, the average similarity was 0:945  0:03 and 0:88  0:03,
and the worst similarity was 0.82 and 0.77 for the two systems.
For all three tasks, the PPLS system greatly improved performance over the LPCMAP system
in both test cases, resulting in sub-degree and sub-pixel accuracy. The results also show that
the average errors between the two test cases were similar, indicating good generalization to
unknown poses. The errors in these experiments were also similar to those with the toy data
shown in gure 6(d), suggesting our system's robustness against irregular depth variation of
faces. As a reference for our texture similarity analysis, we computed average texture similarities
over 450 people from the FERET database [58, 57]. The average similarity was 0:94  0:03 for
the same person pairs and 0:86  0:02 for the most similar, but di erent, person pairs. The
average similarity of the PPLS system was higher than that of the large FERET database,
which validates the results of our texture similarity analysis.

6.3.1 Synthesized Samples
Figure 9 illustrates model views: images reconstructed from samples synthesized by formula (18)
of the PPLS system. Note that facial images reconstructed by the Potzsch algorithm [62] do not
retain original picture quality. This is because a transformation Dj from images to our Gabor
jet-based representations is lossy due to coarse sampling in both image and frequency spaces.
Nonetheless, these images still capture characteristics of faces fairly well. Figure 9(a) compares
reconstructed images of original and synthesized training samples. The left-most column shows
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frontal views while the rest of columns show views with 45 degree rotation along one axis.
Figure 9(b) shows test samples whose pose is close to a model center, but with a large rotation
along one dimension. In contrast, gure 9(c) shows samples whose pose is in-between several
model centers. For all three cases, the original and synthesized model views were very similar,
indicating our system's good accuracy and successful generalization to unknown head poses
even for a wide head pose range. Figure 9(d) shows model views synthesized by the PPLS and
LPCMAP systems for comparison.

7 Discussions
This article presented the parametric piecewise linear subspace method: a novel framework for
parameterizing 2D images of 3D objects by their physical variations. Using this framework, we
demonstrated a simultaneously general, accurate and simple solution to the problem of head
pose estimation and facial image synthesis as a function of head poses. An implementation
of the method was empirically evaluated. The results showed that our system possesses 1)
high accuracy (sub-degree and sub-pixel); 2) good generalization capability over unknown head
poses; and 3) a coverage of a wide range and a full number of DOF of pose variation (55
degree 3D rotation). The continuous nature of our method helps us to reach high accuracy by
smoothly interpolating the discrete local models. It also provides the basis for an on-line visual
learning system which simpli es an otherwise labor-intensive data collection procedure. The
explicit variation parameters provide a common reference frame which may be used to interface
di erent functional modules in multi-modal systems. The generalization capability not only
facilitates the extendibility to other types of image variations, but also enables learning from
few samples. Our subspace-based method facilitates compactness of the representation model.
In our experimental setting, the system achieved a data compression with a factor of twenty; the
size of a PPLS model learned from 2800 training samples was equivalent to approximately 140
samples. In the scope of the on-line visual learning, a PPLS model captures only limited views
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of a face, if only such limited views are given as training samples. This is analogous to the fact
that it is hard to recognize someone if you have seen the person only from a certain view-point
and you are presented with a previously unseen view. Psychophysical studies by Biederman and
Kalocsai [5] and Troje and Bultho [73] reported this e ect in human face recognition tasks.
One of the applications of our method is pose-insensitive face identi cation (for our reports
on this task using extensions of the proposed method, see [47, 53, 52, 51]). Furthermore, the
presented framework can be extended for accommodating interpersonal variations [47]. Our
method should also be applicable to classes of objects other than faces. Although we did not
investigate its applicability to non-face objects, it does not impose any constraints that limit its
usage only to faces. This advantage extends our proposed method to much wider application
scenarios.
As future work, the next step is to extend our method in the context of other types of image
variations (for a related work on facial expression, see [28]). Although the experimental results
showed good generalization capability of our system, they do not prove the method's extendibility. A challenge will be to avoid the curse of dimensionality problem when realizing a single
system which accounts for the pose, illumination, and expression variations all together. Furthermore, our framework may be used to realize an automatic pose-insensitive landmark nder
based only on information derived from a single static view, using a continuous bidirectional
mapping between shape and texture. For locating facial landmarks, our previous study [47]
employed a Gabor jet-based automatic landmark tracking system [41], however this method
relies on temporal continuity of an object in a view frame, requiring information from previous
frames. Such a single view-based landmark nder will help to further automate our system.
Lastly, although our experiments showed suciency of the simple sample manipulation-based
handling of the missing data problem, our method may produce non-negligible errors when we
consider much wider range than the 55 degree poses. More sophisticated solutions (e.g., EM
algorithm [38, 20]) may be required to address this problem properly.
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Figure 1. Linear subspace-based data encoding. (a): PC-based subspace model by Sirovich and
Kirby [70]; (b,c): comparison of the global subspace (b) and the piecewise linear subspaces (c) for
a simpli ed 2D non-linear data ensemble. In gure (a), an image ~x is approximated as the sum of
the average image E (~x) and a weighted sum of PCs (~e1; ::;~ep). The weight vector (w1; ::; wp) is a
compact representation of the image ~x. Due to orthonormality of PCs, the weight vector is simply
derived by orthographically projecting the input ~x to the vector space spanned by the PCs. In gures
(b,c), a bent ellipse symbolizes a 2D data cloud and the curved interrupted line its non-linear axis.
When components are aligned well with the main axis, their weights (parameters) can describe the
ensemble's non-linear structure more accurately.
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Figure 2. Learning processes of the local model. (a): shape and texture decomposition process;
(b): subspace models for shape and texture representations learned by principal component analysis;
and (c): transfer matrices associating di erent parameters. Figure (a) describes the decomposition
process with parameter settings used for our experiments in section 6; the number of landmarks
N is set to 20; the length of a texture vector L is set to 80, as coecients of a bank of 5-level,
8-orientation, 2D, complex Gabor lters. In gure (b), a rectangle denotes a set of training samples;
an ellipse denotes a PC-based subspace model. In gure (c), SP denotes the shape-to-pose transfer
matrix (a linear map from shape to pose parameters); PS: the pose-to-shape matrix; and ST: shapeto-texture matrices. Note that ST symbolizes 20 di erent matrices because of our localized texture
representation.
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centers are denoted by circles. This results in multiple, local, pose estimates. As a global analysis
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Figure 6. Results of the toy data experiment in various settings. Experiment (a) conducted the accuracy test; experiments (b,c,d) conducted the generalization test. For pose estimation, we evaluated
angular error in degrees averaged over 3 rotation dimensions and 2831 samples (for the accuracy test)
or 804 samples (for the generalization test). For shape synthesis, we evaluated landmark position
error in pixels averaged over 25 landmarks and 2831 training or 804 test samples. (a): systems in the
most controlled condition; (b): with di erent Gaussian width; (c): with and without the landmark
self-occlusion; and (d): with and without the gradient descent-based pose estimation.
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Figure 7. Face data for our experiments. (a): frontal views of 20 3D face models from the ATR
database, consisting of the faces of 10 female and 10 male Japanese people; (b): de nition of facial
landmarks, 20 distinctive feature locations within the inner region of faces.
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Figure 8. Results of the average error/similarity analysis with our face data, comparing the PPLS and
LPCMAP systems. The average errors/similarities are plotted against the number of shape or texture
PCs included in each local model of the systems. (a): pose estimation errors in degrees, averaged
over 3 rotation dimensions, 2831 training (accuracy test) or 804 test (generalization test) samples,
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averaged over 20 landmarks, 2831 training or 804 test samples, and 20 people.
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Figure 9. Examples of sample synthesis by the PPLS system. In gures (a,b,c), images in the rst row
are directly reconstructed from recorded training or test samples as a reference; those in the second
row are corresponding (pose-aligned) model views synthesized by the PPLS system. (a): training
samples with known head pose (accuracy test case); (b): test samples with unknown head poses
with large rotation along one dimension (generalization test case); (c): test samples with unknown
head pose far from any of the model centers; and (d): an example of corresponding model views
synthesized by the PPLS and LPCMAP systems in the condition of (c).
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